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Abstract 

Limited lithium reserves and ever-increasing energy demands have intensified the need for economical alternatives. 
The natural abundance of sodium makes sodium-ion batteries a promising alternative, especially for grid energy 
storage. Conventional liquid electrolytes pose safety concerns due to poor stability, which has led to an extensive 
research to explore solid-state electrolytes. Developing novel solid electrolytes with ionic conductivity comparable 
to that of liquid electrolytes has been a major challenge over the past decade. Sulfide glasses have been reported to 
possess excellent ionic conductivity making them potential electrolytes for high performance sodium-ion batteries. 
Optimizing electrolyte compositions through series of fabrication and experimental characterization cycles is not an 
economical approach. Atomistic simulations provide an economical route to analyze wide range of compositions 
and get crucial insights into ion transport within these glasses. With this motivation, the seminar will provide an 
overview of atomistic modelling efforts to investigate the local structure of the glasses and correlate it to the ion 
transport within these glasses.  

The seminar focusses on the modeling of sodium thiosilicate [x Na2S – (1-x) SiS2] glasses employing both ab initio as 
well as classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation techniques. We validated our MD simulations by calculating 
the overall static structure factors S(Q) from ab initio MD and compared it to those obtained through X-ray 
scattering experiments. Our calculations provide critical insights into ion transport through these glasses, reporting 
an optimal room temperature ionic conductivity of ~ 10-4 S/cm for 67 Na2S – 33 SiS2 composition. We have also 
modeled sodium thiophosphate glasses [x Na2S – (1-x) P2S5] reporting an optimal ionic conductivity of ~ 10-5 S/cm 
for 75 Na2S – 25 P2S5 glass. These novel atomistic modeling techniques provide an economical route for 
understanding the ion transport in complex glasses and thereby assist in designing novel electrolytes for sodium-ion 
batteries. 
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